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We demonstrate the production of custom interactive environments
while comparing the type of resources that can be used for building
oneself floor sensing arrays to be used as comparable touch respon-
sive systems for interactive environments made either of organic or
of synthetic resources. Who is gonna win the Polymers Battle?

Electronics has spread into technologies for more than a century. Whileoriginally composed of various organic and renewable materials, themassive emergence of oil-based synthetic polymers from the 1940’s hasled these highly durable materials also called plastics to be the mainsubstrate for the mass production of consumer products until today.
There is however an increasing need for finding alternatives to oil forplastics production, and the use of a variety of renewable organic re-sources can be used for producing electronics such as functional papersand printed electronics with possibly a new compromise to be found be-tween the product performance and its environmental impact.
PRINTED AND PAPER-BASED ELECTRONICS

Printed electronics appeared in the 1980’s for the mass production oftHin Sensing Resistors made by serigraphy. Most printing systems havethen been tested for producing nearly any kind of passive or active com-ponents, sensors, power-sources, antennas, or displays. Even Printedchips are getting constantly optimised by improved prints resolutions.
Flexible phones are a mass production example of these new electronictechnologies with functional elements inserted onto or into the objectsmatter itself. This industrial revolution will then also require optimisedways to properly recycle or dispose of these new materials. [1].
Originally also made of synthetic polymers, printed electronics helpedminimising the resources consumption while increasing the productionrates. However, organic materials such as paper or textiles can alsobe turned into electronic substrates to be used to build interactive in-terfaces. Musical instruments design using paper sensors has been anearly application of such technologies [2]. Custom sensors have regu-larly been used for mapping the sensors signals into sound, visual feed-back and haptic systems [3] [4] at IDMIL and other labs world-wide.
ORGANIC VS SYNTHETIC: THE BATTLE DEMO

Both resources are compared by producing 2 large custom floor sensi-tive arrays, one made of cellulose substrate and one made of syntheticpolymer substrate implemented through multiplexing DSP on compara-ble Arduino boards. The type of materials substrates used for each in-terface are the only variable to be compared by the HAID community.
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Figure 1: Dance games or augmented dance-floors are fun interfaces to
be custom built. But which materials will augment the best our moves?
Credits : Philip Terry Graham / CC0

The data from the custom sensors arrays is acquired by Max/MSP to befurther processed and mapped in real-time to offers sound and visualfeedback relatively to the moves and the load variations generated bya user onto each array. To be able to compare both interfaces forcesensitivity in terms of resolution, time-response, repeatability, and drift,a one-to-one mapping strategy is likely to be the more effective.We thenhope to provide useful data for Haptic system using such sensors arraysas an input.
When designing amore flexible system, the interfaces can also be turnedinto an augmented dance floor that can detect a set of known dancesteps allowing more complex interactive experiences.
The PapierLogik project has been gathering those developments and ac-cess to the resources on-line: https://papierlogik.com.
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